To Manager

Dear,

Re: The Solar Energy Facilities Design + Development Draft Guidelines

I have great concerns over the many offuture?Ware Solar facilities being "dotted" around the landscape in Victoria, as fast becoming the "junkyard of Australia". If you include (the T1 Turbines and large transmission lines) that seem to appear out of place within good local consultation (eg: Mt Noorat).

The Solar facilities need to be kept well away from "unique heads and the "Lakes & catchments regions" between Mt Elephant, Mt Noorat and Mt Hotham.

The reason for saying this is the Victoria needs to protect land that are of "special significance" as they belong to every man, woman, and child for future generations. The Solar facilities should not be placed on productive far as a Nation's first priority to...
people, I should always be security of
I cannot understand why
is not a requirement for people purchase
land to show that they have
done a "whole farm plan", this also
apply to individuals and just depart
and would save a lot of challenge
to solar facility decisions, as "land
classes" and "appropriate uses" would be
much clearer.

As Victoria has some large "poor" land under some of the big power lines bel
Melb and Geelong, and the huge housing developments that are going
surely, it would make more sense to
use the land that has already be
(Can promised visually) for solar facility
than to use good farm land in remote rural areas
I understand that it is hard to
make everyone "happy" about this decision,
but we will only get one chance to get this decision right re. Solar foot!
let's hope we can always place
in appropriate landscapes and protect
environment. Thank you